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Onl.y part of this industry has been registered
with the Department of Fisheries and Fauna,
and this only since 195?, and statistics collected
are unreliable as far as exploitation is concerned
with the possible exception of the last three years
(1967-1969), but some generalizations are possible.

Firstly, the kangaroo pet meat trade in W.A.
was originally based on the exploitation of the
Grey Kangaroo, and expanded to include the Red
Kangaroo, and some Euros at a later date. al-
though limited trading in dry skins of the lormer
two species has always occurred. The dried skin
trade has not accounted for large numbers of
animals in the past, and is not likely to d.o so
now. On the other hand, the exploitation of the
Kangaroos as a source of pet meat has provided
the economic incentive for the kitling of many
more of these animals than would otherwise have
occurred. Prior to 1965, the total take of the
pet meat and dry skins trade in W.A. may have
reached a peak of 100-150 thousand animals Der
year for a short time, with between 2b and 40
thousand of these animals being crey Kangaroos.
Many of these animals would have oriEinated
from areas being cleared for agriculturil pur-
poses. Since 1965, and more particularly in the
last 2-3 years (196?-1969), this industry has
expanded and shifted almost entirely to the
exploitation of the Red Kangaroo. The only
large scale operation on Grey Kangaroos was
terminated midway through 1969. This previ-
ously accounted for some 20-25,000 animals Der
annum.

Trade in Red Kangaroo carcasses and skins by
local dealers for the period 1967-1969 was:

1967-173,000
1968-1?4,000
1969-316,000

The rise in the numbers taken durins 1969
can be attributed to an increase in the value of
skins, large scale export of meat, both overseas
and interstate, and increased vulnerability of the
animals due to drought conditions. It is con_
sidered that this rate of exploitation is excessive
with respect to W.A. populations of the Red
Kangaroo, and cannot be sustained without re-
ducing the total populations of the species. pro_
posals to restrict the harvest are belng macle as
part of a general management plan for this
species. It should be remembered when makinE
comparisons between local situations, that con-
ditions differ from place to place, and also from
time to time, and that the management strategy
to be employed in a particular instance must be
appropriate to that situation. In this respect
the habitat of the Western Australian popula-
tj.ons of the Red Kangaroo comprises much poorer
rangelands than those of the N.S.W. pastoral
areas for example, and it can be expected that
W.A. populations of this species would naturally
be less dense that those formerly found in N.S.W.
prior to the drought in 1964-65. ft should also
be noted that areas o'f favourable habitat for the

Red Kangaroo are general.ly found in only about
one-third of the State (approximatety 330,000
square miles), and this area is not uniformly fav-
ourable.

The commercial kangaroo trade possesses a
capability in excess of any harvest \arhich could.
be supported by the population of the Red Kan-
garoos, and it is already evident that over
exploitation has occurred in many areas. As far
as economics of operation are concerned. it wilt
sumce to say that the net proflt per carcass for
a shooter taking animals of both sexes wj.th an
average weight of 30-35 lb. is about ?5c for a
fully professional operator; the proflt margin is
greater for a part-time or casual shooter. In
efiect the economic situation is such that it is
profltable for a shooter to take ati but the Dre-
productive animals in a population, and in tlese
circumstances it is pointless to assume that
economic factors could control shootlng pressure
on a population so that its future survival was
assured. The combination of mobile freezers and
good roads also ensures that talk of refuges where
populations could escape the pressures of com-
mercial exploitation has little vatidity in prac-
l lce.

Direct intervention and management is needed
in this situation and is to be instituted.

Management recommendations at present under
consideration include speciflc references to the
necessity to achieve a biologically acceptable solu-
tion in each case and atso emphasize the fact
that a sustained harvest does not necessarily
equate \rr'ith a stable yield from an exploited
population. Provision for adequate data collec-
tion to collate information as a basis for man-
agement decisions is considered a necessity, and
will be incorporated in the final management
programme.

AN APPETITE LIKE A,ROO DOG
Mr. Henry c. HaU of Dangin (Member of the

Wild Life Authonty) recently had an interesting
encounter wil,h a giant petrel.

Mr. Hall's letter relating his experience is re-
printed here in full.

"Had a remarkable experience with what we
think was a giant dusky petrel.

"I was flshing for small flsh in a boat seven
miles off Mullatoo about 10 at night when this
big bird swam up to us. The weather had been
very stormy and f'd heard about these birds
coming ashore in an exhausted condition. but
this one seemed pretty lively. It had a so at
our burley bag and generally horsed round so
ure led it all our rubbish flsh, {rhich it gulped
down very smartly. Eventually it got tangled




